This article investigates the synchronic status and diachronic 4 origin of an incorporation-like construction in Japhug, a polysynthetic Sino-5 Tibetan language of Eastern Tibet. This construction constitutes the in-6 termediate stage on a path of development from denominal derivation to 7 incorporation, the opposite of the usual path of development from incorpo-8 ration to denominal derivation.
to find a verb form with more than four or five prefixes in a row: 254 (7) a--l -k -s -mts am-a irr-cisl-pfv:upstream-2>1-caus-hear-1sg 255 You will come to tell me. (Japhug; The three sisters, 132) 256 Derivational morphology is also extensive: argument-promoting (causative, 257 applicative, tropative), demoting (passive, antipassive, anticausative etc) 258 and modal (abilitative, facilitative) derivations are all attested and fairly 259 productive (see for instance Jacques 2012b or Sun 2006 on the related Tshob-260 dun language).
261
Japhug is a strongly head-marking language, and its case marking system 262 is rather poor: it only has an ergative clitic k , an optional genitive and 263 an optional locative z .
264
From the point of view of alignment typology, Japhug has ergative mark-265 ing on nouns, tripartite alignment in relativization and ergative alignment 266 in generic marking (cf Jacques 2012b).
267
Japhug has a strong distinction between nouns and verbs, a feature, 268 which as we have argued in section 2, is a prerequisite for the existence of 269 incorporation. Nouns, unlike verbs, exhibit little morphology except posses-270 sive prefixes, whose paradigm is given in the following table, compared to 271 the free pronouns (these prefixes also occur in some participial verb forms):
272 Finally, we are going to address the definition of wordhood in Japhug, 276 which is crucial to any discussion on derivational morphology. In some 277 languages of the Sino-Tibetan family such as Galo (see Post 2009) it has 278 9 been shown that the phonological and morphological boundaries are not 279 always congruent. In Limbu, Hildebrandt (2007) and Schiering et al. (2010) 280 have suggested that a phonological boundary exists between prefixes and the 281 rest of the verbal word, as indicated by two phonological rules (glottal-stop 282 insertion and non-application of l/r alternation).
283
In Japhug, there is also some evidence for the existence of a phonological 284 boundary within the morphological verbal word. 285 Unlike other Rgyalrong languages (see Sun 2005) , Japhug has lost tonal 286 and stress contrasts, and the stress always falls on the last syllable of the 287 word, except in two cases. 288 First, some verbal prefixes, in particular the inverse -w -, attract stress 289 on the preceding syllable, as in the following example: 
296
In our transcription of Japhug, stress is only indicated in the case of 297 stress-attracting prefixes, as its placement is always predictable otherwise.
298
Stress in Japhug is a valuable indicator of phonological domains, and the 299 facts presented above suggest that a phonological boundary exists between 300 the verb stem and the agreement suffixes, in other words between position 301 16 and position 17 of the verbal template. 
Incorporation-like verbal compounds
Japhug presents verbal compounds that superficially resemble incorpo-314 rational constructions. These verbal compounds include a nominal and a 315 verbal root, both of which can appear independently, are not restricted to 316 non-finite forms and belong to the same phonological word, as defined in 317 the previous subsection. Therefore, they would seem to fulfil the defini-318 tion of incorporation presented in section 2. However, we will see in the 319 following sections that these compounds also show some affinities with de-320 nominal derivations. Their exact status will be discussed in sections 5 and 6, 321 and we will non-committally refer to this construction as incorporation-like 322 construction (ILC) in this article. Neither the noun t -i nor the verb lo can appear outside of this collocation, 342 though they behave morphologically like independent words, but the ILC 343 equivalent n --lo have nausea constitutes a single word.
344
The morphological and morphosyntactic properties of these ILC verbs 345 will be analysed in the following sub-sections. 
The non-past being the only tense which is not prefixed in Japhug, we 359 observe that the only attested forms of this verb are precisely those which 360 are not prefixed; in other words, the verb k t pa to speak is one of the 361 few verbs in the language (alongside the highly irregular u to be there 362 and ma e not to be there ) which cannot appear with any prefix. All ILC verbs in Japhug except k t pa to speak exhibit a very strict 365 morphological structure, which we can represent as follows:
A few examples such as n t q sti to block the way present more than 368 one nominal element, but we will first restrict the discussion to this basic 369 structure. This structure, interestingly, is the mirror-image of the Algo- The nature of the derivational prefixes is analysed in more detail in sec-373 tion 5; it will be shown that these prefixes are homophonous with denominal 374 prefixes, and that the ILC presents affinities with denominal constructions.
375
For the time being we remain non-committal as to whether ILC con-376 stitutes true incorporation or a different construction altogether, and will 377 therefore avoid using the term incorporation until section 5, when all the 378 facts have been laid out and analysed. The verbs showing this construc-379 tion will be called ILC verbs and the nominal stem that appears in this 380 construction ILC nominal stem (rather than incorporated noun ).
381
The nominal stem in the ILC differs from the free form in two ways.
382
First, in the case of possessed noun prefixes with either the indefinite pos- possessive prefixes are lost during derivation, but also derivational prefixes as 389 in t -n a debt a noun derived from n a owe by the action nominalization 390 prefix t . The only case of a prefix preserved in the status constructus in 391 the list is that of nd fire . This noun is an irregular nominalization 392 of nd to burn (vi) , an anticausative derivation of the transitive t burn (vt) . The regular form k -nd is also attested; originates from 394 k by syncope (a cluster such as /knd/ would be impossible in Japhug).
395
The reason for the preservation of this element is that it is not perceived 396 synchronically to be a prefix.
397
The status constructus is not limited to ILC verbs, but also occurs in 398 nominal compounds: 399 The first element is always a noun in status constructus, and the second 400 element undergoes little change, except for the loss of possessive prefixes.
401
The presence of a distinct bound form for nominal stems in ILC, and 402 the fact that this bound form also occurs in nominal compounds, are char-403 acteristics also attested in many languages with incorporation, in particular 404
the Algonquian examples discussed in section 2. In example 13 without ILC, the verb t o to pay , is transitive, as shown the presence of the past suffix t, which only occurs in 1sg>3 and 2sg>3 437 forms of transitive verbs. In the corresponding ILC verb in example 12, the 438 verb cannot appear with this suffix t, showing that it was intransitivized 439 by the process of incorporation.
440
When the ILC nominal stem corresponds to the S of the original verb, 441 the verb remains intransitive. In at least one example, the samenominal root 442 appears both within the ILC verb and as the free noun S-argument (t -ku 443 head becomes k in status constructus):
Its head is pointed (of a knife). (elicitation, Dpalcan)
447
When the ILC nominal stem corresponds to an adjunct, the verb remains 448 transitive in some cases, as in n k t hit with the head : picking, as they can be fully conjugated, but the prevalence of these verbs 482 in non-finite forms in spontaneous speech deserves a more detailed study.
483
More conversations and traditional stories need to be collected in order to 484 be able to undertake meaningful statistical studies. considerable space and will not be attempted in this article. We will only 507 focus on the functions of the five forms that denominal verbs and incorpo-508 rating verbs have in common: n , n , , s and s .
509
The prefix n and its variant n appear in a considerable variety of 510 verbs, as illustrated in table 9. 511 19 as to be pregnant ) cannot be easily classified into any category.
513
First, n derives intransitive stative verbs denoting a property related 514 to the base noun, as in to be rusty and to be of a correct price .
515
Second, n is used to create intransitive verbs describing an activity 516 whose purpose is to obtain the entity designated by the base noun, as in 517 to fish or to receive a salary ; the meaning is never to make X or to 518 become X .
519
Third, the prefix n derives transitive action verbs from instrument 520 nouns (as in to plane or to treat ).
521
Fourth, n forms transitive verbs meaning to consider as, to treat as 522 relative to the base noun.
523
The prefix is much less common than n . The allomorph only occurs with intransitive verbs expressing the 526 generation of the entity designated by the base noun (as in to sprout ).
527
Some uses of seem to be identical to that of n . For instance, the case 528 20 of to chop timber is similar to that observed with the verb n -qa y to fish above. Verbs such as -kat to load and -fk m to put in a bag 530 on the other hand exemplify a type of derivation slightly different from that 531 of n , meaning especially to put in a container , the container being the 532 base noun.
533
The prefix s appears in two cases. First, with body parts or instru-534 ments, where it derives a labile or a transitive verb expressing the action of 535 that instrument (t -ja ndzu finger > s -ja ndzu show with the finger ). to have an odour n -mn m to smell (tr.)
Apart from the two ILC verbs s --lo to be disgusting and n --554 lo to have nausea , we find three pairs of verbs which present the same 555 apparent meaning derivation: The verb n -re is labile, meaning to laugh at (someone) when used 557 transitively, and to laugh when used intransitively.
558
The first two verb pairs s -re / n -re and s -mts r / n -mts r are similar, 559 related to base nouns prefixed in t . Note that the prefix in these nouns is It would appear that the pairs of verbs in Table 12 are derived from the 567 nouns, and thus that the deexperiencer and tropative prefixes can be used as instance Tangut rjijr , proto-Lolo-Burmese *ray , both to laugh , Matisoff 571 2003: 43). Besides, t -mts r is a loanword from the Tibetan mts ar.ba to be 572 fabulous, to be strange . This suggests that t -re laughter and t -mts r 573 strange event are deverbal nouns, and that unattested verbal roots *re 574 and *mts r must have existed at an earlier stage.
575
The following scenario can be postulated to explain these forms. If we 576 assume the existence of an intransitive verb *are to laugh (intransitive) 577 with the thematic element a , 7 its regular deexperiencer would be *s -are > 578 s -re.
579
One can also regularly derive from *are to laugh the deverbal noun t -re 580 laughter (n) ; such examples are quite common, for instance the derivation 581 a q e to cough > t -q e cough (n) . This thematic element appears on many intransitive verbs, including stative (amt o pointed , art m round ) and dynamic ones (a q e to cough , at to meet ). It historically originates from an intransitivizer (still reflected in the passive derivation a ) but synchronically the a in these verbs must be analyzed as a part of the stem, as no corresponding prefixless verb exists.
22
Finally, n -are > n re to laugh at would be the regular applicative 583 (not tropative) of the verb *are. 8 This hypothetical form *are in turn would 584 be derived from a root *re to laugh at (tr) , in the same way as ak u to 585 call must originate from a transitive root *k u to call (transitive) . The The derivational prefixes which appear in ILC verbs, n , n , 626 s and s , all have corresponding homophonous denominal prefixes. One 627 could indeed argue that the two groups are related.
628
It could further be proposed that some of the denominal and/or ILC 629 prefixes have the same origin or even constitute synchronically the same 630 markers as some verbal derivations, in particular the applicative n and 631 the causative s .
632
Yet, the phonetic resemblance between these prefixes alone is not enough 633 to draw such a conclusion. In Japhug, the shape of prefixes is determined by For some examples such as Plantago or bottle stopper , it is possible 683 that the verbal root first underwent a process of nominalization with the 684 prefix t / t before entering the compound: this prefix is regularly lost 685 in composition. In most cases, there is no way to tell whether the derivation 686 from a given noun and verb to the nominal compound [NV] n followed the 687 direct path in (i) or the indirect path in (ii): 10
For instance, the transitive verb p t to patch has a derived noun 692 t -p t patch ; The plant name t -p t could be either a compound of 693 t u road and p t to patch , or of t u and t -p t: both road patcher 694 and road patch would be fitting metaphors for this plant. The process of 695 nominal compounding suppresses the nominalization prefix t , so that one 696 never finds a from such as *t -t -p t.
697
In some cases however, semantics can help to settle this issue. For in-698 stance, in rc -mbe-ga person who wears old jackets can be glossed as: Person who wears old jackets.
701
The first two syllables of the compound derive from the noun phrase t -rcu 702 -mbe, and the whole compound has an Object-Verb structure.
703
Besides, if the last syllable in this compound ga were derived from 704 t -ga clothes , the nominalized form of ga to wear , it should not have 705 its attested meaning. 706 We can conclude in cases like this that the compound was directly derived 707 from the verb root ga wear (path (i) in the example 22).
708
In any case, regardless of their exact diachronic origin, these noun-verb 709 compounds can undergo denominal derivation like other nouns and be in- 
733
It can be shown that many of the ILC verbs in Japhug belong to the 734 same type as n q aru to look back . We can conclude that the observed 735 similarity of the denominal prefixes and the derivational prefixes found in 736 ILC verbs is not fortuitous: they are really the same morphemes, and ILC 737 is a subtype of denominal derivation.
738
The development of ILC in Japhug can therefore be described as follows: Another possible path of derivation to interpret Japhug data would be:
743 11 Note that the adverb ci one, a little is not a stranded element: in the first sentence q aru a look back and ci do not form a constituent. ci one, a little is indeed an indefinite nominal marker in some cases, but its use as a phrasal modifier is well attested, see for instance example 19 of the present article. 
773
Unfortunately however, the rarity of these examples in natural texts make it 774 difficult to study the pragmatic differences between the three constructions.
775
These can be elicited for all verbs in 828 12 Note however that in some language families with constructions generally analysed as incorporation, such as Algonquian, we find a derivational affix in most incorporating verbs, see section 2 of the present article. On the origin of the incorporational construction in Algonquian, see Garrett (2004 incorporation.
853
The third category contains two verbs n -n -t o to pay one s debt 854 and n -rm -kro to split the household . In these two examples, the nominal 855 elements originate from deverbal nouns, respectively t -n a debt and t -856 rma household , which themselves come from the verbs n a to owe and 857 rma to stay at a place . The status constructus stems -nand -rm -858 are formally ambiguous: they could originate either from the verb or from 859 the derived nouns (since the deverbal prefix tis lost during the status 860 constructus formation). Only the meaning allows us to determine that these 861 elements originate from nouns and not from verbs. 13
862
Like verbs of the first category, these two verbs cannot be considered 863 as instances of prototypical incorporation, but they do not constitute real diachronically. Therefore, just as a-k -mt o having a pointed head , it can 882 be analysed as incorporation.
883
The following table summarizes the previous discussion: 884 In the previous section, we have shown that most Japhug ILC verbs do 890 not constitute prototypical incorporation, but rather a denominal construc-891 tion whose syntactic functions resemble incorporation.
892
In this section, we will present other types of ILC in various languages, 893 and show that ILC can develop into incorporation. Staub in 36 is clearly not an object, as it cannot receive an article, and in can be reanalysed; the synchronic head-complement structure of a compound does not necessarily reflect the historical one.
vowel alternation) appears between the verb root and denominal prefix m (allomorph of n ) . The aorist form of this verb is:
compound is one morphological word and not a noun-verb collocation.
1067
This example is identical in structure to Japhug n -mbr -r to gallop 1068 mentioned above, and one finds a one-one correspondence in structure: 1069 m bra 33 r ju 53 n mbr r derivation horse (status constructus) run
